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Legal THC For All, Today
New Hemp-Derived Version of THC will Bring Legal THC to the Masses

DELTA 8, delta8us.com — We here at Delta 8 believe that everyone should have access to safe and legal THC products. We understand that an overwhelmingly large portion of cannabis consumers in the United States live in states which aren’t exactly as friendly as some others regarding the use of THC products. Anti-Cannabis and anti-THC laws make the consumption of Cannabis unsafe because they force consumers to locate products from illegal and unreputable sources which contain no level of oversight or consumer safety testing and frequently contain inferior and unsafe cutting agents or additives. This is where Delta 8 can offer a solution.

Delta 8 is a premium brand of Delta 8-THC products made entirely from legally grown and sourced Hemp. Under the 2018 Farm Bill (the same law which legalized CBD) all Hemp products containing <0.3% Delta 9-THC are legal under United States federal law. All of our products contain a lab verified amount of <0.3% Delta 9-THC, but contain between 90-95% Delta 8-THC depending on the product. Delta 8-THC produces a very similar effect to traditional Delta 9-THC despite being legal under federal law when produced from Hemp.
Delta 8 is proud to announce and launch the Legal THC 4 All (#legalthc4all) campaign which is an informative and educational campaign to show cannabis consumers in unfriendly states/localities throughout the United States they do have an option and choice for a safe, reliable and legal THC experience; they have Delta 8! Through the use of social media and news media stories, in conjunction with advertising and promotions, we intend to spread awareness about just how big of a game changer Delta 8-THC is to cannabis consumers living in states where THC remains illegal. This will be the future of legal consumption in the United States and offers millions of people a safe and legal alternative to traditional THC that is as easy and worry-free to purchase and consume as CBD.

We are pioneers of our industry and are constantly striving to produce products that set the bar for not only creating a premium experience for consumers but also promoting product safety and consumer responsibility like no other brand. Safety is at the core of Delta 8 and we believe it is the right and responsibility of every consumer to verify that each THC product they intend to use is lab verified to ensure a safe, potent and clean product. We also use lab testing to ensure that the product contains the appropriate levels of Delta 9-THC to ensure legality in the United States.

Every product sold by Delta 8 contains a unique QR code which takes consumers directly to our lab testing results so that each individual product can be easily and securely verified before consumption. Additionally, for any online or e-commerce listings, the lab results for that specific product will always be available directly on the product page to allow consumers to effortlessly verify lab results before purchasing.

We encourage all proponents and advocates of legal THC consumption throughout the United States to join in our #legalthc4all movement to inform, educate and say- there is a way!

###
We also encourage you to look through our website and material to learn more about just how revolutionary Delta 8 products will be to the millions of people unable to access safe and legal THC products. Now is the time to spread the word of Legal THC 4 All!

**Delta 8:**

**Site:** [delta8us.com](http://delta8us.com)

**Follow:** @delta_8thc on Instagram, Twitter and TikTok

**Legal THC 4 All Campaign:**

**Site:** [delta8us.com/legal-thc-4-all](http://delta8us.com/legal-thc-4-all)

**Coming Soon:** [legalthc4all.com](http://legalthc4all.com)

**Follow:** @legalthc4all on Instagram, Twitter and TikTok

**Should you have any questions or need any additional materials or information from us, please contact ordering@delta8us.com.***
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